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ABSTRACT 
The present paper seeks to prove that the coins found from Malhār bearing the legends “Raño Magha sirisa” 

and “siriyā Magha” were issued by the founder of the Magha dynasty having the proper name Magha.  
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It took a scholar of the calibre of Ajay Mitra Shastri to publish the largest hoard of the Magha coins 

ever discovered.[1] This hoard brought to light a coin which allowed the ascertainment of the genesis of the 

dynastic appellation Magha. This coin, typologically resembling the standardised Magha coins, bore on the 

obverse the name and regal title of the issuer.[2] The only plausible restoration of the incomplete legend, as done 

by Shastri, is “[Ma]haraja Ma[gha]”.[3] The presence of this progenitor of the Magha family, apart from 

Kauśāmbī, is made conspicuous in Malhār by a few coins. Lead coins carrying the legend “Raño Magha sirisa” 

and a copper coin reading “siriyā Magha” have been discussed by S.B. Majumdar in a monograph on the coins 

of Malhār.[4] These aforementioned coins seem to belong to Mahārāja Magha of Kauśāmbī.[5] Siri and siriyā are 

both Prakrit forms of the honorific title “śrī”. Coins of Śivamagha are known from Malhār itself bearing the 

legend “Sivamagha sirisa”.[6] Here siri cannot be taken as part of the name of the king, for the stand alone name 

Śivamagha from numismatic and epigraphic sources found from Bandhogarh,[7] Fatehpur[8] and Kauśāmbī[9] is 
already known to us. So siri, in the case of Magha sirisa and Sivamagha sirisa, should be taken as just an 

honorific term. Same is the case with siriyā. Siriyā can be converted to Sanskrit śriyā, which itself is the 

collateral form of śrī.[10] Thus, from Malhār we have coins bearing the name Magha with the honorific title śrī 

being used both before and after the name of the regal figure. We have the earliest King and Queen type coins of 

the Imperial Guptas in which the name Kumāradevī is both prefixed and suffixed by the honorific term śrī.[11] 

The same practice seems to have been followed in the construction of the legend on the Malhār coins of King 

Magha. Thus, it is safe to conclude that we have the progenitor of the Magha dynasty, known to us through his 

numismatic issues from both Malhār and Kauśāmbī, issuing coins displaying his name being adorned with the 

regal epithets, viz., Rājā and Mahārāja and prakrit variants of the honorific title śrī.[12]  
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